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At 3G School of Applied Psychology, we are looking for dedicated minds

from diverse backgrounds to come together in changing the dynamics of the

Psychology Domain. Our holistic admission process goes beyond the

academic scores and gauges potential through various methods. 

If you are dedicated, passionate, and committed to psychology, we are

looking for you at 3G SOAP. This is a revolutionary program that is

challenging the status quo and all the traditional teaching methods. 

We wish to have students who are open-minded, believe in the era of

technology and what lies beneath it, and a student who is up for remaining

devoted to the Psychology Domain.  The students need to have the mindset

and goal for reaching the top of the psychology domain. We are not looking

for students who just want an average life by doing a 9-5 job.

Holistic Admissions
Introduction & Timeline

INTRODUCTION
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Step 1: Fill in the General Application form Including 

Personal Details 

Address

Parents Background

Education 

Payment

Uploading documents 

Step 2: Submit your Document Resume 

Definition: A  resume is a document created and used by a person to present their

background, skills, and accomplishments. 

Step 3: Submit your Video Resume 

Definition: A video resume is a brief account of an applicant's experience, skills,

qualifications, and interests. Please feel free to make the video as elaborate as possible, talk

about the important vision and goals of your life, add in a little bit of creativity by editing

the video if possible. Below are few video resume samples:- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GC3CdZHwiI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2eX1vTDyJg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzfCjb8MBzc

Holistic Admissions
Admissions Policies

ROUND 1 - APPLY ONLINE
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https://searchcio.techtarget.com/podcast/CIO-resume-refresher-best-practices-expert-podcast
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Selected applicants will advance to Round 2. In this round, applicants will need to do the

following:

Skill Finder Test : 

Right Career Finder Test : 

Skill finder test is designed to identify your interests and

multiple intelligence. It will help you to find the skills already

developed in you and to identify the skills to be developed

based on your interests. This test report will map out your

interest areas, multiple intelligences and provide you with

suggestions on which career field you can flourish.

Right Career Finder test is designed to identify the right

career that fits you on the basis of your interest area, aptitude,

personality type, multiple intelligence, career motivators,

skills, knowledge, etc. Selecting the right career is very

important as you are going to spend a major part of your life

on this career. This test will help you, to make a decision on

the right career from a large number of career options before

you and to select the skill improvement programs to be

attended to make a good career growth.

Step 4: Submit your Statement of Purpose 

Step 5: Submit a short 500-word paragraph on "Why we should select you?"

Definition: SOP is an essay stating the purpose of applying to a particular course in a particular

university. This essay consists of a gist of who you are, whom you want to become, and how ready

you are to pursue a certain course in an institution. It should be between 500 and 1,000 words.

*Please research, but ensure your SOP is never copied. 

Holistic Admissions
Admissions Policies

ROUND 2 

3G Standardised Test: The student will be taking Skill finder and Right Career Finder Test
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You will be having a Group Discussion and debate on a certain topic that will be sent to you

beforehand, you will be given time to prepare and brainstorm ideas. 

Holistic Admissions
Admissions Policies
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ROUND 3

Group Discussion 

Personal Interview 

How would you describe yourself to someone who did not know you?

What are your strengths and weaknesses?

Who is your role model and why? 

What are some of your interests outside of school?

What are your plans after you graduate from college?

What skills do you expect to develop through your program?

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?

Why should we select you for the M.A Psychology program?

How are you planning to contribute to society? 

This is an opportunity for the student to talk about what psychology means to you and show the

interviewer you are eligible to join this program and you deserve the opportunity. Below are few

questions that would be asked by the interviewer:-

Racism and its effects

Homophobia

Social issues involving or related to culture

What is social depression?

What is social cognition?

How does social anxiety affect people?

Gender roles in our society

Gender discrimination and its causes

How does peer pressure affect teenagers?

Effect of marital disputes on children

Factors that can contribute to delay in the mental development of a child.

You will be having an individual presentation where you will be talking about the below-

mentioned topics:- 

Ensure the presentation is created on Canva and is visually appealing. 

Individual Presentation 
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Holistic Admissions
Competency Analysis Tests

ANALYTICAL ABILITY

Ambiguity Management

Attention to Details

Critical Thinking

Decision Making

Innovative Thinking

Interpersonal Skills

Planning & Organization

Problem Solving

Strategic Thinking

Learnability

Loyalty

Open Mindedness

Opportunist

Optimism

Perseverance

Pro-Active

Quality Focus

Resilience

Result Orientation

Self Awareness

Self Confidence

Self Obsession

Stress Management

Strive For Excellence

Temperamental

Thrill-Seeking

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS LEADERSHIP SKILLS

PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

Accountability

Adaptability

Ambitious

Curiosity

Discipline

Enthusiasm

Impulsive

Insensitive

Integrity

Learnability

Loyalty

Open Mindedness

Opportunist

Optimism

Perseverance

Pro-Active

Quality Focus

Resilience

Result Orientation

Self Awareness

Self Confidence

Self Obsession

Stress Management

Strive For Excellence

Temperamental

Thrill-Seeking
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